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72 Inch Rolling Tool Cabinet 

High-quality 72 inch rolling tool cabinets are manufactured in Qingdao Chengyuan Jiayu. 

Our company mainly manufactures various tool cabinets, garage cabinets and various 

workbenches, as well as various metal-related cabinets, and undertakes customization. 

The main material of the 72 inch rolling tool cabinet is cold-rolled steel plate, which has 

strong stability and firmness. The handle is made of aluminum alloy, which has good 

corrosion resistance. The drawers are made of galvanized steel, which has anti-rust and 

anti-corrosion functions. The entire tool cabinet is solid and durable, making it a good 

choice for home garages, workshops and laboratories. 

 

 

72 Inch Rolling Tool Cabinet Features: 

▶Material:cold rolling steel 

▶Finished: powder coated 

▶Handle:Aluminum 

 

72 Inch Rolling Tool Cabinet 

CYJY is a professional 72 inch rolling tool cabinet 

manufacturers and suppliers in China. If you 

interested in 72 inch rolling tool cabinet products, 

please contact with us. We follow the quality of rest 

assured that the price of conscience, dedicated 

service. 
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▶Key lock 

▶Caster:5 inch heavy duty Pu caster 

▶Side cabinet have adjustable shelf 

▶Drawer liner 

▶40ft container:9 sets 

 

 

Specifications of 72 Inch Rolling Tool Cabinet: 

Size: Middle:1830x1800x650mm Locker:1800x910x650mm 

Steel thickness 18gauge/1.2mm 

Lock Key lock 

Color Black/Blue/Red/Gray/Orange 

Handle Aluminum 

Material: Cold rolled steel 

Caster 12pcs 5 inch PU caster 

Remark OEM&ODM are available 

Function Storage for tools 

Finished Powder coated 
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Precautions for use of 72 Inch Rolling Tool Cabinet: 

▶ First, make sure you have read and understood all manufacturer's instructions and 

safety warnings. 

▶ Before use, please check whether the tool cabinet is fully assembled and all parts 

have been installed in the correct position. 

▶Place the tool cabinet on a stable ground and install casters. 

▶ Open the drawers and doors of the tool cabinet and check if there are any items left 

inside. 

▶Before using the tool cabinet, please make sure that your tools are arranged in an 

order that is easy for you to find and use. Please sort by category and assign tools to the 

correct drawers and cabinets. 

▶ When using, please make sure you open the drawer or cabinet door first, and take 

out the tools or items you need. Put it back in place when you're done using it. This helps 

keep your tool cabinet neat and organized so you can easily find what you need. 
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▶ Clean and maintain the72 inch rolling tool cabinet and perform regular maintenance 

as recommended by the manufacturer. This ensures the long-term performance of the 72 

inch rolling tool cabinet. 

 
 

FAQ 

Q: What is your product positioning? 

A: Our products are mainly for high-end consumers. Our price falls into average level 

among similar products. In the future, we will try to develop products for the low-income 

groups. 

 

Q: What's your target market? 

A: We mainly focus on European market right now. Our next step is to launch new 

products and expand our market to North America, South America and the Middle East. 

 

Q: What is your target customer? 

A: Mainly for large supermarkets, chain stores, the network shopping, TV shopping and 

other customers. 

 


